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LANDICE M1 FOLDING TREADMILL
$1,499.00  $1,099.00 Save $400.00 
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Starting at 0% APR at $102/mo with . Learn more

A D D  T O  C A R T

 Share  Tweet  Pin it

INTRODUCING THE LANDICE M1 FOLDING
TREADMILL ...

Being in motion is a safe and smart way to reduce blood pressure, stress, the risk of diabetes, and even
improve your sleep. Now, you can have those advantages in your home, office or wherever you exercise.

The Landice M1 Folding Treadmill can be used almost anywhere. With wheels in both directions, you can
move it wherever you want … whenever you want. And with its sleek design, it can be easily stored until
you're ready to use it again.

The M1 is made by Landice, a company with over fifty years of experience in manufacturing highly-rated,
top-of-the-line fitness equipment. Landice is renowned for their commercial-grade quality. And they put
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this same craftsmanship into the M1 Folding Treadmill.

With your M1 Folding Treadmill, you’ll always have a secure and convenient place to exercise. Order
now and get free shipping & delivery. (Only available in the USA) 
 
 

FOLDING TREADMILL FEATURES

Easily goes from flat position to ready-to-use in seconds with the assistance of built-in hydraulics.
Secure locks ensure a safe and secure operation.
Low profile folding treadmill will stow easily in most locations.
Two sets of wheels enable you to move the machine both forward and backward as well from side-
to-side.
USB port enables you to charge your electronic devices and audio jacks enable you to listen to your
devices through the treadmill's embedded speakers.
In case of an emergency, the readily accessible safety switch ensures the immediate stoppage of
the treadmill belt.

CUSTOMER REVIEWS
Based on 4 reviews Write a review

INCREDIBKE SERVICE

Diane MacInnes on May 29, 2019
Dave Rainis from Landice, Inc. responded thoroughly to my concerns with specific and useful advice. He

even responded over the holiday weekend, which is above and beyond the call of duty. He deserves a
weekend off without his cell phone. That being said, it is comforting to know that a company has the

integrity and confidence to support its customers.  

Report as Inappropriate
GREAT FOLDING TREADMILL

Lucinda Swearingen on Apr 09, 2019
This folding treadmill is perfect for our townhouse. It gives my husband and I a great workout but is still

compact and quiet. I wish I would have discovered this years ago! It sadly is just a bit too large to fit
under our couch but we've made it work in areas of our house. My only gripe would be that the belt can

move to one side when in use but straighten back out after.

Report as Inappropriate
EXCELLENT FOLDING TREADMILL

Farhan Basharat on Apr 08, 2019
This is a very well designed Treadmill. It’s easy to setup and use. It’s great for walking and jogging and I

love the suspension on this treadmill. Well done Landice!

Report as Inappropriate
FABULOUS FOLDING TREADMILL THAT DELIVERS A TERRIFIC WORKOUT!

Ellen Peters on Mar 07, 2019
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This treadmill is awesome! I'm a walker/jogger/runner who has limited space in my home, and this
machine sets up so easily and is super simple to move. It is light and extremely sturdy and well-built,

unlike previous folding treadmills I've tried. If you are looking for a lightweight portable machine that you
can use any time and anywhere in your home, this is the one! Great job Landice!

Report as Inappropriate
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Warren M.  Verified Buyer
United States



WELL BUILT TREADMILL/BUT SOME ISSUES
I’ve just gotten it installed a few days ago. Although I walk 4 miles a day in good weather outside with no 
issues, after just a few days using the treadmill I began to experience an issue with my right hip and IT 
band pain. I’d like some advice on this. Why would walking on a treadmill be different than walking on 
the street? Also I plugged my phone into it, but no sound comes out the speakers. I can’t hear my 
podcasts on the phone over the sound of my walking. I do hope to resolve these issues because I really 
love the idea of being able to get exercise comfortably indoors in bad weather. 

Nicky  Verified Buyer


GREAT MACHINE
Delivery was quick, all my questions were answered thoroughly and promptly. I bought the M1 a few 
months ago and so far, I love it! Overall, this has been a great buying experience.

WMWM
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S I G N  U P  A N D  S A V E

Subscribe to get special offers, free giveaways, and once-in-a-lifetime deals.

  

Enter your email
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Landice M1 Folding Treadmill

Product Financing

Specs

Video

Accessories

Warranty

Proposition 65

Unpacking Video For Your Folding Treadmill

A B O U T  L A N D I C E

Landice is proud to be a second-generation family business. Since 1967, we have been engineering,
assembling and testing the finest specialty fitness equipment on the market – and one of the only
manufacturers to do so in the USA.
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